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S U M M A R Y

I. Project Title

Economic Assessment of New Technology of Nuclear Fuel Cycle

II. Objectives and Importance of the Project

The purpose of this study is to analyze the economic feasibility of DUPIC

fuel cycle in the Korean electric system. The several economic evaluations of

DUPIC fuel cycle have been conducted since 1992 when the research on DUPIC

fuel cycle has actively started. Those attempts did not include the role of

DUPIC fuel cycle in the Korean electric system while they were focused on the

estimation of manufacturing cost of DUPIC fuel. However, an economic

feasibility of DUPIC fuel cycle in the Korean electric system should be

conducted in order to provide a rationale for its practical use in existing nuclear

power plants.

III. Scope and Contents of the Project

This study analyzed the impact of the change in the manufacturing cost of

DUPIC fuel on the power generation cost based on the manufacturing cost

already estimated by KAERI DUPIC research team. This study also evaluated

total nuclear fuel cycle cost of the Korean electric system when DUPIC fuel
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was introduced. In doing so, the installed capacity of nuclear power plants until

the year 2040 were forecasted by using the trend analysis technique. This study

used the NUFCAP computer code, developed by KAERI, which allows to

conduct quantitative evaluation of the volumes of nuclear fuel and spent fuel as

well as unit and system costs of nuclear fuel cycle.

IV. Results and Proposal for Applications

As a result of this study, it was found that there was no significant relative

economic advantage between the two possible options for the Korean electric

system, direct disposal and DUPIC fuel cycle. The rate of discount and the

manufacturing cost of DUPIC fuel were resulted in the most significant factors

affecting the economics of the two options. The reliability of this study could be

improved if some factors were included in the analysis such as energy security

effect from the reduction of nuclear fuels required for the system and

externalities from the reduction of spent fuel to be disposed finally. Finally, it

was expected that the result of this study provided the arguing point for the

international debate on the economics of DUPIC fuel cycle technology.
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